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Key Points:21

€ A magnetic cloud produces an ion foreshock populated with ULF waves with higher22

frequencies and wider spectral widths than usual.23

€ In the magnetosphere and on the ground, ULF waves are detected in a wide fre-24

quency range of� 5…120 mHz.25

€ Numerical simulation indicates short spatial scales and spatial coherence, as well26

as multiple frequencies, of the foreshock waves.27
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Abstract28

We have examined the properties of ultralow-frequency (ULF) waves in space (the ion29

foreshock, magnetosheath, and magnetosphere) and at dayside magnetometer stations30

(L = 1.6…6.5) during Earth•s encounter with a magnetic cloud in the solar wind, which31

is characterized by magnetic “elds with large magnitudes (� 14 nT) and small cone an-32

gles (� 30� ). In the foreshock, waves were excited at� 90 mHz as expected from theory,33

but there were oscillations at other frequencies as well. Oscillations near 90 mHz were34

detected at the other locations in space, but they were not in general the most dominant35

oscillations. On the ground, pulsations in the approximate Pc2…4 band (5…120 mHz) were36

continuously detected at all stations, with no outstanding spectral peaks near 90 mHz37

in the H component except at stations where the frequency of the third harmonic of stand-38

ing Alfv én waves had this frequency. The fundamental toroidal wave frequency was be-39

low 90 mHz at all stations. In the D component spectra, a minor spectral peak is found40

near 90 mHz at stations located atL < 3, and the power dropped abruptly above this41

frequency. Magnetospheric compressional wave power was much weaker on the night-42

side. A hybrid-Vlasov simulation indicates that foreshock ULF waves have short spa-43

tial scale lengths and waves transmitted into the magnetosphere are strongly attenuated44

away from noon.45

1 Introduction46

Ultralow frequency (ULF) waves are permanently present in the ion foreshock re-47

gion (Fair“eld, 1969). The waves, which we call •foreshock wavesŽin this paper instead48

of a commonly used alternative •upstream wavesŽ, are excited through an instability caused49

by ions streaming from the bow shock back into the solar wind (Barnes, 1970; Fair“eld,50

1969; Hoppe et al., 1981; Kovner et al., 1976). Because the location of the foreshock bound-51

ary depends on the orientation of the interplanetary magnetic “eld (IMF), the spatial52

extent of the region populated by the foreshock waves depends on the IMF as well. When53

the IMF is nearly parallel to the Earth-Sun line, the foreshock occupies a large volume54

in front of the bow shock nose. When the IMF is nearly perpendicular to the Sun-Earth55

line, the foreshock near noon is very limited in volume, meaning reduced impact of the56

waves on the magnetosphere. Troitskaya et al. (1971) noted that ground magnetic pul-57

sations in the Pc4 (7…22 mHz), Pc3 (22…100 mHz), and Pc2 (100…200 mHz) bands are58

suppressed when the IMF is in the latter con“guration and suggested that the foreshock59

waves are the source of the pulsations. This IMF orientation e�ect has been con“rmed60

in many subsequent studies (e.g., Greenstadt & Olson, 1976; Russell et al., 1983; Wolfe61

et al., 1980).62

The foreshock source mechanism for Pc2…4 pulsations also means that the pulsa-63

tion frequency depends on the magnitude or total intensity (denotedBt ; the su�x •tŽis64

not to be taken for •tangentialŽ) of the IMF. Statistical studies (e.g., Troitskaya et al.,65

1971) found that the pulsation frequency can be expressed in the formf (mHz) = cBt (nT),66

where c is a constant in the range 5…8. The empirical formula can be explained by the-67

oretical consideration of wave generation through an ion cyclotron instability. For ex-68

ample, Takahashi et al. (1984) derived a theoretical foreshock wave frequencyf fw given69

by70

f fw (mHz) = 7 .6Bt (nT)cos2� xB , (1)

where � xB is the angle between the IMF and the Earth-Sun line, called the IMF cone71

angle.72

In our current understanding, foreshock waves propagate sunward in the plasma73

rest frame, are advected anti-sunward by the superAlfvénic solar wind, enter the mag-74

netosheath, and impact the magnetosphere. Within the magnetosphere, the transmit-75
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ted waves propagate across the background magnetic “eld in the magnetohydrodynamic76

(MHD) fast mode (Heilig et al., 2007; Yumoto et al., 1984, 1985). The fast mode waves77

also couple to Alfvén waves (Takahashi et al., 1984). Both wave modes reach the ground78

and produce magnetic pulsations (Yumoto & Saito, 1983). Commonly cited evidence of79

propagation of foreshock waves into the magnetosphere is the detection of foreshock waves80

and ground pulsations at the same frequency (Clausen et al., 2009; Engebretson et al.,81

1987; Ver�o et al., 1998).82

While the above scenario for wave excitation and propagation is widely accepted,83

more quantitative understanding of the three-dimensional (3-D) propagation of foreshock84

ULF waves into the magnetosphere is challenging. One reason is that the wave gener-85

ation is a kinetic process, whereas the magnetospheric propagation is an MHD process.86

Also, the 3-D geometry of the foreshock, magnetosheath, and magnetosphere compounds87

the problem, because a ray-tracing approach is not applicable to magnetospheric Pc2…88

4 waves, which have wavelengths comparable to the scale size of the magnetosphere.89

The present study is motivated by recent studies showing that foreshock wave ac-90

tivity can be signi“cantly modi“ed during intervals of enhanced IMF magnitude, as en-91

countered at Earth during magnetic cloud events (Turc et al., 2018; Turc et al., 2019).92

Magnetic clouds are a subset of interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) in which93

a clear ”ux rope structure is observed (Burlaga et al., 1981). They result in a sustained94

enhancement of the IMF magnitude, above 10 nT, lasting from several hours to several95

days. Numerical simulations and spacecraft observations revealed that not only do mag-96

netic clouds increase the wave frequency, as expected from earlier works (Takahashi et97

al., 1984), but they also lead to more complex wave activity. Instead of the typical quasi-98

monochromatic waves (Eastwood et al., 2005), the foreshock is populated with a super-99

position of waves at di�erent frequencies during magnetic clouds (Turc et al., 2019).100

We analyze ULF waves associated with this unusual foreshock wave activity dur-101

ing magnetic clouds with the goal of understanding how the waves propagate from the102

source region in the ion foreshock into various regions in the magnetosphere. We selected103

the time interval 1000…1200 UT on 20 July 2016, during which a magnetic cloud was in-104

teracting with near-Earth space. In this interval, two spacecraft were either in the fore-105

shock or in the magnetosheath, one spacecraft was in the dayside magnetosphere, and106

three spacecraft were in the nightside magnetosphere. In addition, a ground magnetome-107

ter array covering a wide range of latitudes provided ground pulsation data on the day-108

side. These observations allow us to obtain detailed information on the global propaga-109

tion of waves generated in the foreshock and to compare the results with a numerical sim-110

ulation performed with the hybrid-Vlasov model Vlasiator (Palmroth et al., 2018; von111

Alfthan et al., 2014). The target of our simulation is the properties of magnetospheric112

ULF waves that are excited when the magnetosphere is under the in”uence of a mag-113

netic cloud. We are now interested in “nding out whether magnetospheric ULF waves114

also exhibit complex spectra during the passage of a magnetic cloud.115

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the exper-116

iments and data. Section 3 presents background information for the wave event selected117

for study. Sections 4…6 describe the waves. Section 7 presents the simulation results. Sec-118

tion 8 presents discussion, and section 9 presents conclusions.119

2 Experiments and Data120

Spacecraft data used in the study include electric “eld (E), magnetic “eld ( B ), and121

ion plasma bulk parameters from three Time History of Events and Macroscale Inter-122

actions during Substorms (THEMIS) spacecraft (Auster et al., 2008; Bonnell et al., 2008;123

McFadden et al., 2008) and three Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)124

spacecraft (Singer et al., 1996). In addition, we use the solar wind OMNI data, which125
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are generated by combining data from multiple spacecraft (King & Papitashvili, 2005).126

The source of ground magnetic “eld data is the European quasi-Meridian Magnetome-127

ter Array (EMMA; Lichtenberger et al., 2013). The ground magnetic “eld is given us-128

ing the locally de“ned magnetic northward (H ) and eastward (D) components in the hor-129

izontal plane.130

We examine ULF waves at frequencies mainly below 150 mHz, which requires the131

data sampling period to be 3.33 s or shorter. To this end, we use “eld data from THEMIS-132

A and -D provided with the time resolution of the spacecraft spin period (� 3 s). For THEMIS-133

E, which had a spin period of 4.14 s, we start from high-time-resolution (0.062 s) sam-134

ples, take running averages of the data to suppress aliasing, and down-sample the data135

to the time resolution appropriate for spectral analysis. Other data are 0.5-s samples from136

GOES and 1-s samples from the ground magnetometers.137

We obtain power spectra using the standard Fourier transform method. To elim-138

inate the e�ect of slow temporal or spatial variations, we subtract a trend function from139

each “eld component. The function is a polynomial of the formc0 + c1� + c2� 2 “tted140

to the observational data, where� is UT ( t) rescaled to the range fromŠ0.5 to 0.5 for141

the time interval ( t0…t1) selected, that is, � = Š0.5+( t Š t0)/ (t1 Š t0). The coe�cients142

c0, c1, and c2 are determined using the least squares method.143

3 Observation Background144

3.1 Solar Wind and Geomagnetic Conditions145

Figure 1 shows an overview of the solar wind conditions and geomagnetic activ-146

ity for a 24-h interval including the 2-h interval (1000…1200 UT on 20 July, shaded green)147

selected for the detailed analysis. An interplanetary shock wave driven by an ICME is148

detected at 2355 UT on 19 July. The shock is followed by a sheath featuring a very high149

proton density (np exceeding 50 cmŠ 3) and high magnetic “eld variability. The ICME150

ejecta starts at � 8 UT on 20 July (see e.g. the online catalog by Richardson and Cane151

(http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/level3/icmetable2.htm) and is charac-152

terized by lower “eld variability, some smooth rotation of the “eld direction, and lower153

density. These are signatures for magnetic clouds (Burlaga et al., 1981). We note that154

the structure of the ICME ejecta is complex, but we do not analyze it here further. Rather,155

we focus on the ending part of the ICME ejecta, i.e., the green-shaded region. At 1000…156

1200 UT, Bt is � 14 nT, which is above the average solar wind value, a largeBx com-157

ponent, a very small Bz component, and a low variability ( �B ). The dominance ofBx158

means low� xB (Figure 1h) and a large ion foreshock region upstream of the bow shock159

nose. The largeBt means high ULF wave frequencies in the foreshock (see the Introduc-160

tion) if the frequencies are related to the ion cyclotron frequency. According to equa-161

tion (1), we can expect to see wave power at higher frequencies than normal, up to� 100162

mHz (period of 10 s). After 1200 UT, the “eld is turbulent and � xB increases.163

Although the magnetic “eld in the sheath and in the front part of the ICME was164

high (reaching nearly 30 nT), only weak geomagnetic activity followed as the “eld was165

directed predominantly northward. However, several weak/moderate-level substorms oc-166

curred with peak AL approximately Š500 nT. SYM-H (Figure 1k) reached Š25 nT, i.e.,167

it stayed above the weak storm limit (Š30 nT). However, by the beginning of the selected168

2-h interval, geomagnetic activity became very quiet. During 1000…1200 UT (green-shaded169

region), SYM-H stayed betweenŠ16 and Š5 nT, AL stayed between Š42 and Š4 nT,170

and the H component at the Masi station (MAS, L = 6.4, noon sector) changed little171

(39 nT). Figure 1i shows that the bow shock stando� distance is� 11 RE according to172

equation (4) of Farris and Russell (1994), whereRE is the Earth•s radius. Figure 1j shows173

that the magnetopause distance is� 8 RE according to equation (10) of Shue et al. (1998).174

During the sheath and ICME, both distances are substantially lower than under aver-175
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age solar wind conditions (14.6 and 11.0RE , respectively, according to Fair“eld (1971)),176

because of the large dynamic pressure (varying between� 7 and � 25 nPa, not shown).177

In summary, the solar wind and geomagnetic activity context for the analyzed pe-178

riod consists of a quiet magnetosphere during magnetic cloud-like solar wind driving con-179

ditions, i.e., featuring enhanced and smooth magnetic “elds and low variance of solar wind180

plasma parameters. In the remainder of this paper, we focus on spacecraft and ground181

observations made at 1000…1200 UT on 20 July.182

3.2 Observatory Locations183

Figure 2a shows the observatory locations during the selected 2-h interval, projected184

to the equatorial plane of solar magnetic (SM) coordinates along the “eld lines of the185

centered dipole for the spacecraft or International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF)186

(Bilitza et al., 2017) for the ground stations. Model magnetopause (solid line) and bow187

shock (dashed line) are included. The boundary shapes are taken from Fair“eld (1971)188

with the stando� distances modi“ed to approximately match the boundary crossings by189

the spacecraft. THEMIS-D moved from the solar wind (including the foreshock) to the190

magnetosheath, and THEMIS-E moved from the magnetosheath to the solar wind. THEMIS-191

A was in the dayside outer magnetosphere, starting close to the magnetopause and mov-192

ing deeper into the magnetosphere. GOES-13, -14, and -15 were on the nightside. The193

EMMA stations were near noon in approximate magnetic local time (MLT) conjunction194

with the THEMIS spacecraft.195

Figure 2b shows a schematic illustration of the geometry of the near-Earth space196

at 1000…1200 UT. The IMF (parallel straight lines) makes a small angle with the Earth-197

Sun line as shown in Figure 1h, forming an ion foreshock (shaded yellow) sunward of the198

three THEMIS spacecraft. In this situation, one expects that a large portion of the day-199

side magnetosphere is “lled with ULF waves originating in the foreshock.200

3.3 Mass Density Radial Pro“le201

To understand how MHD waves propagate in the magnetosphere, it is necessary202

to know the plasma mass density there, because the density, along with the magnetic203

“eld, controls the speed and amplitude of the waves. In particular, we are interested in204

the location of steep radial density gradients such as the plasmapause and the edges of205

drainage plumes where fast mode waves may be re”ected or trapped (Clausen & Glass-206

meier, 2014; Hartinger et al., 2010; Takahashi et al., 2010). We have two sources of in-207

formation on the mass density. The “rst is the spacecraft potential from the THEMIS208

spacecraft (Bonnell et al., 2008), and the second is the frequencies of toroidal waves de-209

tected on the ground or in space. The spacecraft potential is related to the electron den-210

sity (Mozer, 1973), but it provides information on mass density structures as well un-211

less the ion composition strongly changes with position.212

Figure 3a shows the electron density (ne) derived from the spacecraft potential mea-213

sured by THEMIS-A at 1000…1200 UT. At this time, the spacecraft potential was high,214

and ne is likely underestimated. What is important is the elevated ne seen atL � 8. For215

more information on the plasma structure, we inspected the ion energy spectra (McFadden216

et al., 2008) and the intensity of whistler mode waves (Roux et al., 2008) at the same217

spacecraft. Based on the presence of enhanced cold (< 100 eV) ion ”uxes and strong whistler218

mode emissions (data not shown), we conclude that the spacecraft was in a plasma plume219

from 1045 UT (L = 8.1) to 1125 UT ( L = 7.2). This time interval corresponds to the220

green horizontal bar.221

Figure 3b shows the frequency of fundamental toroidal waves (f T1 ) that we use to222

estimate the mass density. The “lled circles indicate near-noon values obtained by ap-223

plying the cross-phase technique of Waters et al. (1991) to the EMMA data for 1000…224
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1100 UT. The f T1 samples coverL = 1.6…5.8. The open circles indicatef T1 values de-225

termined by inspecting the power spectra of azimuthal oscillations of the ion velocity and226

the magnetic “eld at THEMIS-A computed in a 20-min moving data window. The THEMIS-227

A f T1 samples coverL = 4.8…7.1. In the region of overlap (L = 4.8…5.8), the EMMA and228

THEMIS-A results agree very well.229

Figure 3c shows the equatorial mass density (� eq) corresponding to the f T1 esti-230

mates, obtained by numerically solving the Singer et al. (1981) equation for toroidal waves.231

In solving the equation, we used the Tsyganenko (1989) magnetic “eld model and as-232

sumed that the mass density varies along the “eld line asr Š 1, where r is the geocentric233

distance to the “eld line. The mass density decreases withL at L < 7. The data point234

at the highest L suggests an outward� eq gradient at L > 7, which could be the inner235

edge of the plasma plume noted in thene plot.236

4 Dayside Spacecraft Observations237

This section describes ULF waves observed on the dayside.238

4.1 Time Series239

Figures 4a…4e show parameters included in or derived using the OMNI data for the240

2-h period. In the solar wind, Bt was nearly constant at � 14 nT (Figure 4a). The ori-241

entation of the IMF did not change much either, with the cone angle� xB in the range242

14Š40� (Figure 4b) and the clock angle� yzB in the range 275Š308� (Figure 4c). The243

theoretical foreshock wave frequencyf fw is in the range 59…96 mHz (Figure 4d), which244

is mostly in the upper half of the Pc3 band (22…100 mHz). The magnetopause stand-245

o� distance Rmp according to the Shue et al. (1998) model is� 8 RE (Figure 4e).246

Figures 4f…4l show THEMIS data. THEMIS-D was initially in the ion foreshock,247

made two brief entries into the magnetosheath, and, after 1049 UT, remained in the mag-248

netosheath (Figures 4f…4h). The region identi“cation is made using the ion densityni ,249

which is � 102 cmŠ 3 in the magnetosheath and� 10 cmŠ 3 in the foreshock. The di�er-250

ence between the two regions is also evident in the magnetic “eld data, that is,Bt is higher251

and the cone angle is larger in the magnetosheath. THEMIS-E, which was moving out-252

ward, was initially in the magnetosheath and moved into the foreshock after multiple bound-253

ary crossings (Figures 4i…4k). The density at THEMIS-E is much higher than at THEMIS-254

D. This is because THEMIS-D was operating in the special mode to detect low-energy255

particles with much worse energy resolution for the thermal population. THEMIS-A was256

moving earthward within the magnetosphere, and, as a consequence,Bt at this space-257

craft increased with time (Figure 4l). Plasma data (not shown) indicate that the space-258

craft was in the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) at 1000…1007 UT, but we classify259

this interval as magnetosphere because the magnetic “eld does not show a sharp change260

at 1007 UT. The plasma plume interval is shaded green. Slow variations ofBt are seen261

at this spacecraft, but oscillations of interest to us are not visible with the compressed262

amplitude scale.263

4.2 Dynamic Spectra264

Figure 5 is a dynamic display of spectral parameters of the selected “eld compo-265

nents at the three THEMIS spacecraft. To capture fast mode and other magnetically com-266

pressional waves in the foreshock/magnetosheath region covered by THEMIS-D and -E,267

we showBt spectra in Figures 5a and 5b. The colored bars at the top indicate whether268

the spacecraft was in the foreshock (yellow) or the magnetosheath (red). The black bar269

farther above indicates the 30-min time interval we examine in detail below. To capture270

magnetospheric fast mode waves at THEMIS-A, we show the power and cross-phase spec-271

tra computed from the E� and Bt components (Figures 5c…5e), whereE� is the electric272
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“eld component perpendicular to the measured magnetic “eld and directed eastward.273

In each panel, we include a line plot off fw repeated from Figure 4d.274

In the foreshock region, theBt power sometimes exhibits broadband enhancements275

around f fw . This is evident at 1015…1030 UT (f fw � 95 mHz) at THEMIS-D and at 1110…276

1120 UT (f fw � 80 mHz) at THEMIS-E. After the 1137 UT entry into the foreshock,277

the Bt power at THEMIS-E is low, which may be explained by the gradual increase of278

the IMF cone angle from � 20� at 1000 UT to � 40� at 1150 UT (Figure 4b). A larger279

cone angle would mean a weaker foreshock wave intensity at THEMIS-E, which is then280

located closer to the foreshock edge than earlier during the event (see Figure 2). Near281

the foreshock edge, the wave power is lower because of the lower suprathermal ion den-282

sity, which results in a lower growth rate of the foreshock waves (Gary, 1993).283

In the magnetosheath, theBt power is much higher than in the foreshock through-284

out. There is considerable power below 50 mHz, with peak power sometimes occurring285

at � 30 mHz, for example at 1000…1020 UT at THEMIS-E (Figure 5b) and at 1050…1110286

UT at THEMIS-D (Figure 5a). Spectral peaks occur at f fw , but they do not stand out287

as a persistent feature.288

In the magnetosphere (THEMIS-A), the power spectra are similar between theE�289

and Bt components (Figures 5c and 5d). These spectra indicate that the wave power de-290

creases with increasing frequency faster than in the foreshock or the magnetosheath, giv-291

ing the impression that the magnetosphere is acting as a low-pass “lter to disturbances292

applied externally. There is an indication that the spectra are enhanced atf fw , most no-293

tably at � 1030 UT (� 100 mHz). Interestingly, the E� -Bt cross-phase (Figure 5e) at this294

instance, and also at 1010 UT and 1050 UT, is near± 180� , reminiscent of a case reported295

by Takahashi et al. (1994b). This implies that there were tailward-propagating fast mode296

waves at the predicted foreshock wave frequency. TheE� and Bt spectra show strong297

oscillations below 50 mHz. However, there is little coherence betweenE� and Bt in this298

frequency domain. The plasma plume (1045…1125 UT, green horizontal bar) does not299

appear to a�ect the spectra.300

We examined magnetic “eld variations just outside the magnetosheath using high-301

time-resolution (0.062 s) data available from THEMIS-E. Figures 6a and 6b show the302

Bz component in geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) coordinates andBt for 1100…1110 UT.303

Both components exhibit large-amplitude quasiperiodic oscillations with peak-to-peak304

amplitudes in excess of 20 nT, which is greater than the meanBt value � 16 nT. The305

corresponding power spectra (Figure 6d) indicate enhanced power at 80 mHz that is pre-306

dicted by equation (1). Spectral enhancements occur at other frequencies as well, indi-307

cating that the foreshock wave consists of multiple frequencies. For example, theBt spec-308

trum is enhanced at 25…45 mHz, which might be related to the magnetosheathBt power309

observed in similar bands.310

5 Dayside Ground Observations311

In this section, we examine dayside magnetic “eld oscillations on the ground de-312

tected by EMMA and how they are related to dayside ULF waves in space. Table 1 in-313

dicates the station code, geographic latitude and longitude, andL value for each EMMA314

station, where L is de“ned using the IGRF.315

5.1 L Dependence316

Figure 7 shows time series and spectra of magnetic “eld oscillations at 1000…1030317

UT. We selected this interval because three spacecraft made simultaneous observations318

in di�erent regions: the foreshock (THEMIS-D), magnetosheath (THEMIS-E), and mag-319

netosphere (THEMIS-A). The selected time interval is marked by a black horizontal bar320
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in Figures 4 and 5. Fortuitously, the MLT separation between THEMIS-A and EMMA321

was very small. TheBt time series in the foreshock (Figure 7a), magnetosheath (1000…322

1017 UT, Figure 7b), and magnetosphere (Figure 7c) exhibits irregular oscillations, with323

the amplitude being the largest in the magnetosheath and smallest in the magnetosphere.324

On the ground, oscillations are also present in bothH (Figure 7d) and D (Figure325

7e). The H waveform changes withL . For example, a wave packet seen at� 1007 UT326

at L < 2 is not obvious at L > 2. The H amplitude becomes smaller at lowerL , al-327

though oscillations are still visible at the lowest L . The D component behaves di�erently.328

The D waveform changes little with L , but the D amplitude diminishes asL decreases.329

D oscillations are hardly visible at L < 2 with the given amplitude scale. These ob-330

servations imply that fast mode waves contribute to H oscillations near the magnetic331

equator (Allan et al., 1996) and that the D oscillations are related to the azimuthal tilt332

of the magnetic “eld lines at the ionospheric level that is induced by “eld line oscilla-333

tions symmetric about the magnetic equator (Sugiura & Wilson, 1964).334

The power spectra calculated from the time series data are shown in the right col-335

umn of Figure 7. The ion foreshock spectrum (Figure 7f) shows a broad peak centered336

at � 90 mHz, which is not far from the theoretical frequency 94 mHz (vertical dashed337

line). In addition, there is a peak at 24 mHz. The magnetosheath spectrum (Figure 7g)338

has some similarity to the foreshock spectrum with a bump at� 90 mHz. However, the339

spectrum is also peaked at 12, 35, and 54 mHz. The magnetosphere spectrum (Figure340

7h) shows a peak at 94 mHz, but this peak is minor compared to the peaks at 12 and341

40 mHz. To brie”y summarize, spectral power is enhanced at or nearf fw in all three re-342

gions, but the power level at this frequency is lower than that at the lower-frequency peaks.343

The EMMA H spectra (Figure 7i), which cover the Pc2…Pc4 bands in full, gener-344

ally di�er from those in space. We “nd a few prominent features in the H spectra. First,345

there is a 10-mHz enhancement fromL = 1.74 (LOP) to L = 3.83 (HAN), which is marked346

by a red dashed line. At some stations (e.g., NUR), this is the strongest oscillation, with347

a peak-to-peak amplitude reaching 6 nT, as marked by black triangles above the NUR348

time series in Figure 7d. The oscillation is reminiscent of an 11-mHz cavity mode oscil-349

lation reported by Takahashi et al. (2010) during a period of low IMF cone angle. In the350

present example, the foreshock waves had spectral power centered well above 10 mHz,351

and neither the magnetosheath (Figure 7g) nor the outer magnetosphere (Figure 7h) spec-352

trum exhibits a peak at 10 mHz.353

Second, we see a peak starting at 17 mHz at HLP (L = 2.55) and moving to higher354

frequencies asL decreases, reaching 70 mHz at AQU (L = 1.6). We attribute the peak355

to the fundamental toroidal (T1) wave, which we presented in Figure 3. T1 wave sig-356

nals can be extracted atL > 2.5 by the cross-phase technique, but they are not visi-357

ble in Figure 7i because they are masked by the strong 10-mHz oscillation. Other peaks358

occur at frequencies that change withL . These could be the manifestation of higher har-359

monics of the toroidal wave.360

Third and most important, we do not “nd any outstanding spectral peak in the361

H component at multiple ground stations at the theoretical foreshock wave frequency.362

This is a signi“cant departure from the case reported by Clausen et al. (2009), as we dis-363

cuss in section 8.364

The EMMA D spectra (Figure 7j) are quite di�erent from the H spectra. The spec-365

tral shape does not change much withL , and there is no indication of the local T1 os-366

cillations. Notable features are a peak at 28 mHz appearing atL = 3.0…5.4 and a peak367

at 105 mHz appearing belowL = 2.5. The second frequency is not very far fromf fw and368

might be the result of transmission of foreshock waves into the deep part of the plasma-369

sphere. Still, the spectral intensity at 105 mHz is very modest, and one would barely no-370

tice this component in time series plots.371
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5.2 Relation to Magnetospheric ULF Waves372

Although the intensity of ground pulsations was elevated during the passage of the373

magnetic cloud, we “nd little coherence between compressional waves in the magneto-374

sphere and pulsations on the ground. Figure 8 shows dynamic power spectra and cross-375

spectra computed from theBt component at THEMIS-A and the H component at SOD376

(L = 5.4) and PPN ( L = 2.2). THEMIS-A was on an inbound leg with its L changing377

from 9.14 at 1000 UT to 6.41 at 1200 UT. The MLT separation between the spacecraft378

and ground stations was less than 2 h.379

The dynamic spectra show little resemblance between space and ground. The THEMIS-380

A spectra (Figure 8a) exhibit a broadband nature of ULF waves with signi“cant inten-381

sity variations that can be either spatial or temporal. The observed general decrease of382

the power with time would be consistent with attenuation of waves as the spacecraft moves383

away from the magnetopause. At SOD (Figure 8b), the power is intense below 50 mHz,384

and there is no peak at� 100 mHz. At PPN, the power is peaked at 25 mHz and 90 mHz385

(Figure 8c), which are attributed to the T1 and T3 modes (see Figure 10). The dynamic386

cross-spectra (Figures 8d and 8e) con“rm low coherence between space and ground. A387

similar result has been obtained for a Pc3 event observed atL � 6 by Active Magne-388

tospheric Particle Tracer Explorers/Charge Composition Explorer and at a geomagnet-389

ically conjugate ground station even when power spectra are similar between space and390

ground (Takahashi et al., 1994a).391

To gain more insight into the space-ground relationship, we generated EMMAgrams392

(Takahashi & Heilig, 2019). EMMAgrams display high-pass-“ltered magnetic “eld time393

series from many (23 in the present study) stations as 2-D images in the time versusL394

space. The main advantage of this format over conventional stacked line plots is that the395

pixel L boundaries are placed at the midpoints of neighboring stations so that the im-396

ages appear uniform inL . This makes visual identi“cation and interpretation of spatiotem-397

poral structures of magnetic pulsations straightforward. Figures 9b and 9c show EM-398

MAgrams generated for 1000…1015 UT. Filtering is done by subtracting 21-s running av-399

erages from the original time series. TheBt data from THEMIS-A are also high-pass400

“ltered and displayed in Figure 9a. An expanded 5-min segment of the image forL <401

4 is displayed in Figures 9e and 9f along with the correspondingBt line plot (Figure 9d).402

The H EMMAgrams exhibit numerous stripes with a slight tilt or slope equiva-403

lent to poleward motion of pulses or phase fronts. The degree of tilt varies withL , with404

larger tilt appearing mainly at L < 2.5 (see Figure 9e). Takahashi and Heilig (2019)405

noted that poleward propagating patterns can arise from “eld line resonance driven by406

monochromatic driver waves, eigenmode oscillation of “eld lines atL -dependent frequency407

(transient pulsations), or the travel time e�ect proposed by Tamao (1964). During tran-408

sient pulsations, the tilt of the ridges (stripes) seen in the time-L plane increases with409

time (Poulter & Nielsen, 1982), whereas the other two maintain a constant tilt.410

Transient pulsations appear to account for the majority of magnetic pulsations at411

low latitudes (L < 3) in the present example. Large-amplitude stepwise increases of412

the solar wind dynamic pressure (sudden impulses or sudden commencements) excite clas-413

sical transient pulsations (Petrinec et al., 1996). However, Takahashi and Heilig (2019)414

revealed that transient pulsations are excited even in the absence of strong solar wind415

dynamic pressure pulses, which is true in the observations presented here.416

In Figures 9d and 9e, we “nd that Bt and H exhibit similar periodicities but can-417

not unambiguously associate individual peaks betweenBt and H . This explains the low418

space-ground coherence shown in Figure 8. Our interpretation of this time series mis-419

match is that multiple wave packets are generated in the foreshock and that they im-420

pact the magnetosphere more or less independently. The fast mode waves that result from421

these source waves will propagate in the magnetosphere along di�erent paths, and what422
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a spacecraft or a ground magnetometer detects will be a superposition of these waves.423

In this situation, we expect the space-ground coherence to be low unless measurements424

are made very close to each other inL and MLT so that Alfv´en waves generated by mode425

coupling with the fast mode waves and propagating along the magnetic “eld lines (Tamao,426

1964) are detected on the ground with waveforms similar to those of the fast mode waves427

in space. The spacecraft motion would not change the waveform or spectra at THEMIS-428

A through the Doppler e�ect, because the fast mode speed is much higher than the space-429

craft speed.430

Stripes are also visible in theD EMMAgrams (Figures 9c and 9f) with signatures431

of poleward propagation. However, transient pulsations are not found in this component.432

This is reasonable because transient pulsations are toroidal mode standing Alfv´en waves433

in the magnetosphere, with theB� being the dominant component. The ionospheric screen-434

ing e�ect (Hughes & Southwood, 1976) rotates the polarization axis of the Alfvén waves435

by 90� and producesH -component pulsations on the ground.436

5.3 Dynamic Cross-Phase Spectra at L = 2437

Takahashi and Heilig (2019) argued that transient pulsations give rise to the cross-438

phase signature reported by Waters et al. (1991). The signature is usually attributed to439

“eld line resonance and is fundamental to magnetoseismic studies, which estimate the440

plasma mass density from the frequencies of observed toroidal waves (Del Corpo et al.,441

2019). The same argument can be made of the present wave event. Figure 10 shows dy-442

namic spectra computed using data from PPN and ZAG, located nearL = 2. At PPN443

(Figure 10a), there is strong spectral power in the 10- to 40-mHz band throughout the444

interval. A secondary enhancement is visible at 80…110 mHz, which covers the theoret-445

ical foreshock wave frequency (black line). These spectral features are also evident at ZAG446

(Figure 10b) but with slightly lower intensities.447

The cross-phase spectrum (Figure 10c) shows three bands occupied by cross-phase448

peaks. The bands are centered at� 30, � 60, and � 100 mHz. These are attributed to the449

T1, T2, and T3 waves. Detection of higher harmonics is not uncommon at low-latitude450

EMMA stations (Del Corpo et al., 2019). In this example, it appears that strong exter-451

nal disturbances with spectral power extending to� 110 mHz excited strong T3 waves.452

Despite the clear signature of the T2 mode in the cross-phase spectra, spectral peaks at453

the T2 frequency are hardly visible in the H spectra at either station. External distur-454

bances having symmetric “eld line displacement about the magnetic equator explain the455

weak T2 waves, which have an antisymmetric mode structure (Sugiura & Wilson, 1964).456

6 Nightside Spacecraft Observations457

We examine whether ULF waves of foreshock origin can be detected in the mid-458

night sector, motivated by a study (Takahashi et al., 2016) that reported a clear case of459

the propagation during a time interval without a magnetic cloud in the solar wind. In460

that study, fast mode waves were simultaneously detected in the 20- to 40-mHz band both461

on the dayside and on the nightside. Figure 11a shows that we have four spacecraft at462

locations similar to those in the Takahashi et al. (2016) study. Figures 11b…11g show the463

dynamic spectra computed from theBt components at the spacecraft. The THEMIS-464

A spectra are repeated from Figure 5c but with a di�erent dynamic range.465

The power spectra strongly depend on the spacecraft position. As expected, the466

spectra in the noon sector (THEMIS-A) exhibit much higher power than those away from467

noon. Among the geostationary satellites, GOES-15 shows the lowest power, which is468

not surprising because this spacecraft was in the midnight sector. Spectral peaks are largely469

absent nearf fw except at THEMIS-A during 1010…1040 UT. These features imply strong470

attenuation of fast mode waves as they propagate from the dayside to the nightside.471
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Figure 11f shows the root-mean-square amplitudes of theBt oscillations in the 70-472

to 110-mHz band, i.e., around thef fw . We obtained the amplitudes by taking the square473

root of the band integral of the Bt spectra calculated using a 10-min data window. The474

amplitude is largest at THEMIS-A and smallest at GOES-15, as was already noted in475

the dynamic spectra. Between THEMIS-A and GOES-15, the amplitude di�ers by more476

than one order of magnitude (two orders of magnitude in spectral power). By compar-477

ison, the event reported by Takahashi et al. (2016) exhibited comparable power between478

day and night.479

7 Vlasiator Simulation480

Spacecraft observations are complemented with numerical simulations performed481

with the hybrid-Vlasov model Vlasiator (Palmroth et al., 2018; von Alfthan et al., 2014).482

This model is designed to carry out global simulations of near-Earth space which include483

self-consistent ion kinetic physics. It is thus well suited for the present study, which in-484

vestigates the transmission of waves generated through ion kinetic processes from the485

upstream foreshock region into the magnetosphere. In the hybrid-Vlasov approach, elec-486

trons are treated as a massless charge-neutralizing ”uid, whereas ions are modeled as ve-487

locity distribution functions whose evolution is dictated by Vlasov•s equation. The set488

of equations is completed with Ampère•s and Faraday•s laws and the generalized Ohm•s489

law, with the Hall term included.490

The velocity distribution functions are represented in a 3-D Cartesian velocity space491

that is self-consistently coupled with each ordinary space grid cell of the simulation do-492

main. The simulation run presented in this paper is 2-D in ordinary space, correspond-493

ing to the equatorial plane of near-Earth space. In Vlasiator, the full strength of Earth•s494

dipole is used, as well as realistic proton charge and mass. As a result, processes are mod-495

eled at realistic temporal and spatial scales and are thus directly comparable with space-496

craft observations, without further rescaling.497

7.1 Simulation Setup498

We perform a Vlasiator run with upstream conditions comparable to those encoun-499

tered at Earth during the interval under study. Because the solar wind parameters were500

remarkably steady between 0800 and 1200 UT on 20 July 2016, we use the OMNI plasma501

and IMF parameters averaged over this time interval as inputs to the simulation. The502

solar wind density is n = 12 cmŠ 3, its velocity V = ( Š565, 0, 0) km sŠ 1, and the IMF503

vector B = (12 .5, Š6.5, 0) nT. All vector quantities are given in GSE coordinates. The504

simulation domain covers the equatorial plane of near-Earth space (GSEX -Y plane),505

extending from about Š8RE to 76RE along X and from Š60RE to 31RE along Y . The506

solar wind ”ows in from the + X boundary. The inner boundary is a perfectly conduct-507

ing circle at 25, 000 km (3.9RE ) from Earth•s center. The simulation was run for 598508

s.509

The resolution in velocity space is 30 km sŠ 1, while the spatial resolution is 260 km,510

which is about 4 times the ion inertial length in the solar wind. As shown in previous511

studies using Vlasiator, ion kinetic e�ects arise in the simulation even when the ion in-512

ertial length is not resolved, and lead to realistic foreshock dynamics (e.g., Pfau-Kempf513

et al., 2018; Turc et al., 2018). The foreshock waves of interest here have a wavelength514

of the order of 1RE , which is much larger than the grid resolution. They are properly515

resolved in the simulation and their properties are in excellent agreement with spacecraft516

observations in the Earth•s foreshock (Palmroth et al., 2015; Turc et al., 2018; Turc et517

al., 2019).518

Though desirable, a 3-D Vlasiator run with the same parameters as presented here519

is unfortunately not achievable at this time. The transition from 2-D to 3-D is not just520
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a simple matter of extending the grid into a third spatial dimension, because no current521

supercomputer is large enough to accommodate a 3-D Vlasiator run without downgrad-522

ing signi“cantly the grid resolution. Extensive code development, such as including adap-523

tive mesh re“nement to the model and implementing more e�cient solvers, are required524

before transitioning to 3-D runs, and are currently underway. The present work will serve525

as a benchmark for Vlasiator 3-D runs once they become available.526

7.2 Plasma Domain Con“guration527

We “rst describe the global plasma structures in theX -Y plane obtained by the528

simulation. Figure 12a shows the proton density distribution 500 s after the start of the529

simulation. The bow shock is visible as the boundary between the low-density solar wind530

and the high-density magnetosheath, with a stando� distance of� 10 RE geocentric. The531

distance is slightly shorter than the observation (� 11 RE ). The exact magnetopause lo-532

cation is more challenging to determine. Its stando� distance in any given simulation,533

even in 3-D, varies by several Earth radii depending on which parameter is used for its534

identi“cation (e.g., Palmroth et al., 2003). Based on the proton density pro“le shown535

in Figure 12a, and on the velocity streamlines in Figure 14 a, we place the magnetopause536

betweenX � 5.5RE and X � 6RE . The magnetopause in our run is located much537

closer to Earth than predicted by the Shue et al. (1998) model (see Figure 1j) and ob-538

served by the THEMIS-A spacecraft, which crosses the subsolar magnetopause around539

X = 8 .2RE at 09:49 UT (not shown). This discrepancy is most likely due to the 2-D540

setup of our simulation, which results in the interplanetary magnetic “eld lines piling up541

in front of the magnetopause. The magnetopause is probably pushed earthward by the542

enhanced magnetic pressure. This e�ect is more prominent here than in other Vlasia-543

tor runs because of the large IMF magnitude. As a result, the magnetosheath thickness544

is larger in our simulation (4Š4.5RE ) than observed during 2016-07-20 event (� 3RE ,545

see Figure 2).546

The bow shock is not clear in the Alfvén velocity (VA ) distribution (Figure 12b).547

This is because the velocity does not change much across the boundary, especially if the548

shock is quasi-parallel (theY < 0 region in this run). However, in the same “gure, the549

magnetopause is clearly visible as a sharp transition from a high-velocity region (orange,550

magnetosphere) to a low-velocity region (purple, magnetosheath). Within the magne-551

tosphere,VA is of the order of 2,000…3,000 km sŠ 1. This velocity is much higher than552

that in the real magnetosphere estimated at THEMIS-A. Using the equatorial mass den-553

sity shown in Figure 3c and the magnitude of the magnetic “eld measured by the space-554

craft, we “nd VA � 500 km sŠ 1 between 1130 UT (L = 7.2) and 1300 UT (L = 4.6). The555

large di�erence between the simulation and the observation can be explained by the fact556

that the simulation does not take into account ions that originate from the ionosphere.557

Because the transmission rate of MHD waves across the magnetopause depends on the558

wave velocities on both sides of the boundary (McKenzie, 1970), the high velocity would559

mean that the amplitude of the waves in the magnetosphere is not very realistic. How-560

ever, because the shape of the magnetopause is realistic, the simulation is useful in un-561

derstanding the geometric e�ects on wave propagation in the magnetosphere as we will562

discuss in sections 7.3 and 8.3.563

7.3 Wave Properties564

An important question we address using the simulation is the spatial variation of565

wave “elds. Figure 13 shows an example of analysis we have done on the global prop-566

erties of the simulated ULF waves. As stated in the introduction, foreshock waves gen-567

erate fast mode waves in the magnetosphere, which then couple to eigenmode oscilla-568

tions of the magnetospheric “eld lines. The latter cannot develop in the simulation, be-569

cause “eld line resonances would require a 3-D setup in ordinary space. Therefore, in the570
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simulation, we look for signatures of compressional waves in the outer magnetosphere,571

corresponding to the fast mode waves.572

Figure 13a shows a snapshot of the perturbation of theBz component in the X -573

Y plane. The perturbation is the di�erence of the instantaneous value at 500 s into the574

simulation from the 50-s average�Bz � centered on that time step. The foreshock waves575

appear as coherentBz (transverse) oscillations upstream of the dawn sector of the bow576

shock. These waves then transmit into the magnetosheath and the magnetosphere. To577

understand the spatial variation of the simulated waves in more detail, we examined the578

simulation results sampled at four virtual spacecraft (VS1…VS4). The locations of the579

spacecraft are marked by colored dots in Figure 13a and displayed at the upper right cor-580

ner of the “gure. Figures 13b and 13c show theBz time series and the corresponding581

power spectra. Figures 13d…13f show the coherence spectra for three virtual spacecraft582

pairs.583

VS1 and VS2, located in the foreshock atX = 12.5 RE with a Y separation of 2.5584

RE , both see large-amplitude (15 nT peak-to-peak) quasi-monochromatic (period� 12585

s) oscillations. This results in similar power spectra for these two locations. The power586

spectra occupy a broad band, rising above the 10Š 1 nT2/Hz level at � 30 mHz and falling587

below it at � 300 mHz, with multiple minor peaks. This con“rms that the compressional588

waves that enter the magnetosphere have a more complex spectrum during magnetic clouds.589

The power peaks at 50…90 mHz but remains high even at 100 mHz. However, the spec-590

tral similarity does not mean that the spacecraft detected the same wave. In fact, the591

time series plots indicate wave packet structures with signi“cant time separation between592

VS1 and VS2, and the coherence spectrum (Figure 13d) shows low values in the band593

of elevated wave power.594

VS3 and VS4, located in the magnetosphere, see much lower amplitudes. As can595

be seen from Figure 13a, VS3 is near the subsolar point, while VS4 is farther down on596

the quasi-parallel ”ank, similar to THEMIS-A and GOES-13 in the real observation. At597

VS3, the amplitude is � 20% of those at VS1 and VS2. Note that in Figure 13b the am-598

plitude at VS3 (VS4) is magni“ed by a factor of 5 (25). Although the spectrum at VS3599

is elevated at> 50 mHz as is the case in the foreshock at the VS1 and VS2 locations (Fig-600

ure 13c), the waves at VS3 show low coherence with the foreshock waves (Figure 13e).601

Within the magnetosphere, the amplitude is position dependent. At VS4, the amplitude602

is � 20% of that at VS3, consistent with the amplitude ratio between THEMIS-A and603

GOES-13 that can be deduced from Figure 11f. In addition, the spectrum at VS4 does604

not exhibit a broad peak at > 40 mHz, unlike at VS3. Not surprisingly, the VS3-VS4 co-605

herence is low in the band (50…90 mHz) of strong foreshock waves (Figure 13f).606

The simulation results indicate that within the magnetosphere the wave amplitude607

changes with MLT and distance from the magnetopause (see also Figure 14b). The low608

amplitude at VS4 can be attributed to the large distance of the spacecraft from noon609

and from the magnetospause compared with VS3. Although the simulation does not cover610

the midnight sector, this position dependence can explain the di�erence in the wave am-611

plitude observed at GOES-13, -14, and -15 presented in Figure 11. GOES-13 was located612

closest to midnight and farthest from the magnetopause and detected the lowest ampli-613

tude. GOES-15, located closest to noon and the magnetopause, detected the highest am-614

plitude.615

The spatial variation of ULF wave power in the Pc3 band is well documented. Space-616

craft studies by Heilig et al. (2007) showed that the wave power decreases with solar zenith617

angle for all IMF orientations. Tanaka et al. (2004) found that Pc3 wave power on the618

ground is peaked at 1030…1130 local time, but with wave activity extending to both the619

morning and the afternoon sectors. Takahashi and Anderson (1992) found that in the620

equatorial magnetosphere theBt power at a Pc3 frequency (26 mHz) peaks atL � 5 in621

the 1000…1200 MLT sector and that the wave power decreases rapidly toward the mid-622
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night sector. These previous results are qualitatively consistent with the observational623

results shown in Figure 11.624

These observations motivated us to examine the dependence of the intensity of the625

simulated magnetospheric waves on geocentric distance and local time. Figure 14a shows626

the magnetospheric grid points selected for evaluating the wave power. At all these vir-627

tual spacecraft locations, compressional waves are observed (de“ned as wave power in628

Bt > 10× wave power inBx ). Figure 14b shows the total wave power summed over the629

frequencies between 50 and 125 mHz (corresponding to the frequencies of the foreshock630

waves) for Bz . The plots are generated by extracting magnetic “eld time series data at631

each position for the last 250 s of the simulation and computing the wavelet power spec-632

trum of each magnetic “eld component and the magnitude (Bt ). The “gure shows that633

compressional wave power appears both on the dawn and on the dusk sides of the mag-634

netosphere, with the peak power very close to local noon. At the deepest locations within635

the magnetosphere (yellow crosses), the power at 08 h MLT is an order of magnitude higher636

than at 16 h MLT. This is also the case farther outward, indicating that the domain of637

strong foreshock waves maps more or less directly to the magnetosphere.638

As noted earlier, the magnetosheath thickness is larger in our simulation than ob-639

served, most likely due to the 2-D simulation domain. This may reduce the wave power640

entering the magnetosphere, as the waves may be more strongly attenuated as they cross641

a wider magnetosheath. Our results may thus underestimate the wave power in the mag-642

netosphere. Furthermore, the magnetosheath ”ow pattern is modi“ed when the magne-643

tosheath is broader. This e�ect is strongest on the ”anks, while streamlines in the sub-644

solar magnetosheath are the least a�ected (e.g. Soucek & Escoubet, 2012). Only the lat-645

ter are relevant to the transmission of foreshock waves, because the magnetosheath ”ow646

pattern is such that only the streamlines originating from the subsolar bow shock will647

reach the magnetopause (Spreiter et al., 1966; Soucek & Escoubet, 2012). Therefore, we648

do not expect a larger magnetosheath thickness to a�ect noticeably the local time dis-649

tribution of wave power in the magnetosphere.650

8 Discussion651

The objective of the present study is to characterize ULF waves during a period652

of a magnetic cloud with an enhanced magnetic “eld. We discuss our results concern-653

ing this objective by making reference to previous studies.654

8.1 Waves in the Foreshock655

As a demonstration of the importance of our observations, we show in Figure 15656

a comparison of magnetic “eld trace spectra at THEMIS-E during our event and at In-657

ternational Sun-Earth Explorer 1 (ISEE-1) during a foreshock traversal event reported658

by Le and Russell (1992). A trace spectrum is the sum of the power spectra of three or-659

thogonal “eld components. The time resolution of the data used for the spectra is 1 s660

for THEMIS-E and 4 s for ISEE-1. The ISEE-1 data are actually over-sampled 12-s av-661

erages, so we show only frequencies below the Nyquist frequency, 42 mHz, of 12-s sam-662

ples. The spectra are smoothed in the frequency domain by taking 7-point running av-663

erages. The three ISEE-1 spectra are for 20-min intervals taken just sunward of the bow664

shock (spectrum 1), at the mid part of the foreshock (spectrum 2), and just earthward665

of the foreshock-solar wind boundary (spectrum 3). These are part of three 65-min seg-666

ments shown in Figure 8 of Le and Russell (1992). We use 20-min segments from ISEE-667

1 to be consistent with the THEMIS-E spectra, which uses measurements made at 1100…668

1120 UT just sunward of the bow shock (spectrum 4, thick red line) and at 1225…1245669

UT just earthward of the foreshock boundary with the solar wind (spectrum 5, thin red670

line). The spectrum shown in green is spectrum 1 at ISEE-1 that is multiplied by 4 in671

frequency and 3 in intensity.672
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There are notable di�erences between the THEMIS-E and ISEE-1 spectra. First,673

the THEMIS-E spectra show wave power at frequencies much higher, by a factor of� 4,674

than those at ISEE-1. The frequency di�erence is attributed to the di�erence in the IMF675

conditions. The average values ofBt and � xB , evaluated using the ISEE-1 data, are (3.9676

nT, 48� ), (3.7 nT, 36� ), and (2.5 nT, 30� ) for ISEE-1 spectra-1, -2, and -3. The corre-677

sponding f fw values are 13 (black arrow), 17, and 15 mHz. For THEMIS-E spectra-4 and678

-5, we have (17.4 nT, 44� ) and (13.4 nT, 27� ) and the correspondingf fw values of 68 mHz679

(red arrow) and 81 mHz. The f fw ratio is 4.4 between THEMIS-E (spectrum 4) and ISEE-680

1 (spectrum 1), which is in good agreement with the observation. At both spacecraft,681

f fw is located below the frequency of the spectral peak. This likely occurs because each682

observation was made in the foreshock region where the angle between the local shock683

normal and the IMF (denoted � nB ) is smaller than � xB (De Lauretis et al., 2010).684

The spectral intensity and shape also di�er between THEMIS-E and ISEE-1. Com-685

paring the spectra (1 and 4) just sunward of the bow shock, we “nd that the peak power686

at THEMIS-E is � 3 times higher than that at ISEE-1. In addition, we “nd that the power687

at > 100 mHz falls more rapidly in the frequency-shifted ISEE-1 spectrum. At larger dis-688

tances from the bow shock (spectra-2, -3, and -5), the most dominant spectral peak be-689

comes sharper and weaker, but the di�erence between ISEE-1 and THEMIS-A is basi-690

cally the same in term of the peak frequency and the spectral shape.691

The larger peak power in the THEMIS observations could be due to the high so-692

lar wind density during the interval under study, � 12 cmŠ 3, much larger than what is693

typically observed at Earth ( � 6 cmŠ 3). Given that both the Alfv´en and magnetosonic694

Mach numbers having fairly typical values (� 7 and � 5.5) during this event, the fraction695

of solar wind particles re”ected o� the shock front should be comparable to what is ob-696

served during regular solar wind conditions. However, because of the high solar wind den-697

sity, the number density of backstreaming ions is expected to be higher than usual in such698

conditions. This would, in turn, result in higher foreshock wave amplitude, because the699

growth rate of the waves increases with increasing backstreaming density (Gary, 1993).700

Unfortunately, the lack of a solar wind monitor during the ISEE-1 foreshock observa-701

tions prevents us from con“rming this hypothesis for the events presented here. A more702

detailed comparison of the wave power in the foreshock during regular solar wind con-703

ditions and magnetic clouds is left for future work.704

8.2 Waves in the Magnetosphere and Pulsations on the Ground705

A number of studies reported a high degree of similarity between the frequencies706

of compressional magnetic “eld oscillations in the magnetosphere and ground magnetic707

pulsations at times of low IMF cone angle (Chi et al., 1994; Clausen et al., 2009; Fran-708

cia et al., 2012; Le & Russell, 1992; Odera et al., 1991; Ponomarenko et al., 2010; Taka-709

hashi et al., 2016). This is not the case in the present study. To demonstrate this point,710

we generated Figure 16, which contrasts magnetic “eld power spectra under di�erent so-711

lar wind conditions.712

Figures 16a…16e show a reanalysis of the ULF wave event on 5 September 2002 re-713

ported by Clausen et al. (2009). We have chosen a 20-min interval (1830…1850 UT) of714

low IMF cone angle and computed magnetic “eld power spectra of foreshock waves de-715

tected by Geotail (Kokubun et al., 1994), magnetospheric compressional waves detected716

by Cluster-3 (Balogh et al., 1997), and ground magnetic pulsations detected by the Cana-717

dian Array for Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA) magnetome-718

ters (Mann et al., 2008) located at Fort Churchill (FCHU), Gillam (GILL), and Pinawa719

(PINA). We show the trace spectrum at Geotail, the Bt spectrum at Cluster-3, and the720

H and D spectra on the ground. The black vertical dashed line at 41 mHz indicates the721

f fw value corresponding to the magnetic “eld measured at Geotail. The spectra show722
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peaks nearf fw both in space and on the ground. Clausen et al. (2009) took this as ev-723

idence for transmission of monochromatic foreshock waves into the magnetosphere.724

Figures 16f…16j show the magnetic “eld spectra for a 20-min time period during725

our own wave event, with the sources being THEMIS-D (foreshock), THEMIS-A (mag-726

netosphere), and the three EMMA stations KIL, MEK, and PPN. In this example, we727

get f fw = 88 mHz using the magnetic “eld measured by THEMIS-D. The THEMIS-D728

spectrum is peaked at this frequency, consistent with the Geotail spectrum in the Clausen729

et al. (2009) event that shows a peak at the theoretical frequency (41 mHz) given for that730

event. However, no corresponding spectral enhancement is detected in the magnetosphere731

or on the ground except at PPN. At this station, a peak occurs near 88 mHz in theH732

spectrum. Because the peak corresponds to the T3 wave frequency (see Figure 10), the733

spectral peak could be the result of “eld line resonance excited by the 88-mHz foreshock734

waves, which appear to produce a minor peak in theD spectra at multiple latitudes. Al-735

ternatively, the T3 waves could be transient waves excited by broadband disturbances736

coming from the foreshock, as we discussed in section 5.2. Another feature, which is found737

at all ground stations, is the change of the spectral shape at� 100 mHz. Across this738

frequency, the slope of the spectra in log-log display changes from steep to shallow. This739

could be caused by the reduction of the foreshock wave power abovef fw .740

8.3 Local Time Variation of Wave Amplitude741

During the magnetic cloud interval, ULF waves of foreshock origin did not produce742

any notable power enhancement on the nightside. This is di�erent from some previous743

observations reporting otherwise (Takahashi et al., 2016). It is possible that the di�er-744

ence comes from the IMF orientation. The wave event studied by Takahashi et al. (2016)745

was observed when the IMF was aligned with the average Parker spiral (� xB � 45� ). This746

meant that a quasi-parallel shock was formed in the dawn terminator, sending foreshock747

wave power from there to the midnight sector of the inner magnetosphere. During the748

time interval selected in our study, the IMF cone angle was smaller, which means that749

a parallel shock was formed closer to noon. If the foreshock wave power enters the mag-750

netosphere from that local time, the waves may be de”ected by the plasmasphere and751

do not reach the midnight sector. This scenario could be tested by conducting a statis-752

tical analysis of the dependence of the global distribution of magnetospheric compres-753

sional ULF waves on IMF orientation.754

Another, more plausible, explanation is that the magnetospheric compressional waves755

in the present study had short scale lengths in the azimuthal (MLT) direction. This is756

inferred from the simulation results shown in Figure 13. The simulated foreshock waves757

have short coherence scale lengths in the direction perpendicular to the background IMF,758

consistent with the “nding for other magnetic cloud events (Turc et al., 2019). Upon in-759

teraction with the magnetosphere, these waves produce magnetospheric compressional760

waves also having short scale lengths in the direction tangential to the magnetopause.761

This means that the e�ective azimuthal wave number (m) of the magnetospheric waves762

is large. When m is large, fast mode waves behaves like surface waves (Lee, 1996; Wolfe763

& Kaufmann, 1975) meaning that the amplitude decreases quickly with distance from764

the magnetopause. In this case, the waves will be highly attenuated when they reach space-765

craft located at large distances from the magnetopause (e.g., GOES-13, -14, and -15),766

making their detection by the spacecraft di�cult.767

9 Conclusions768

We have studied the relationship among ULF waves in the ion foreshock, in the mag-769

netosphere, and on the ground to understand how the waves propagate during the pas-770

sage of a magnetic cloud, which is characterized by an IMF with high magnitudes and771

low cone angles. As we reviewed in section 1, many observational studies examined fore-772
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shock ULF waves and their relation to magnetospheric ULF waves, but in most of these773

studies the IMF magnitude was lower than that (� 14 nT) observed during our magnetic774

cloud event. Therefore, the event provided us with a unique opportunity to examine whether775

ULF waves in the foreshock and the magnetosphere are di�erent when the IMF mag-776

nitude is unusually high. We studied the wave event by analyzing data from multiple777

spacecraft and ground magnetometers and by conducting a numerical simulation that778

is capable of describing not only foreshock ULF waves with high spatial and temporal779

resolutions but also how waves transmitted into the magnetosphere propagate, although780

the magnetospheric part of the simulation is limited by the fact that realistic background781

magnetospheric plasma cannot be produced because of the 2-D setup. We found that782

ULF waves in our study di�er from those observed under normal IMF conditions as sum-783

marized below:784

1. Waves observed in the foreshock show a spectral peak at� 90 mHz, much higher785

than the frequencies of foreshock waves observed at times of average IMF magnitudes.786

While this is expected from the well-established wave generation mechanism involving787

ion-cyclotron resonance, we also found that the spectral peak is broader and the spec-788

tral power is higher during the magnetic cloud interval. According to a previous study789

(Turc et al., 2019), the broader spectral peak may be explained by changes in the suprather-790

mal ion properties during magnetic clouds. The large spectral power is likely due to the791

high solar wind density in this event, which results in a large suprathermal ion density792

in the foreshock, conducive to a larger wave growth rate.793

2. A spacecraft located in the dayside magnetosphere detected fast mode waves that794

can be attributed to transmitted foreshock waves. However, spacecraft located in the night-795

side magnetosphere did not detect compressional magnetic “eld oscillations at the fore-796

shock wave frequency, unlike at times of average IMF magnitudes. The numerical sim-797

ulation indicates that the MLT dependence of wave intensity maps from the foreshock798

to the magnetosphere, which explains the spacecraft observation. In addition, the sim-799

ulation indicates that foreshock waves have short spatial scale lengths compared to those800

excited under average IMF conditions. Such waves cannot penetrate deep into the mag-801

netosphere, also explaining the nightside spacecraft observation made away from the mag-802

netopause.803

3. Ground magnetometers located near noon atL = 1.6…6.5 did not detect out-804

standing oscillations at a latitude-independent frequency matching the foreshock wave805

frequency, unlike at times of average IMF magnitudes. However, a reduction or cuto�806

of D -component power was observed atL < 5 above� 100 mHz, which could be related807

to the foreshock wave power peaked at� 90 mHz. We also note that even if 90-mHz fore-808

shock waves propagate into the magnetosphere, they cannot couple to the fundamen-809

tal toroidal (T1) waves at L = 1.6…6.5 by the “eld line resonance mechanism, because810

the T1 frequencies are lower than 90 mHz in that region. At times of average IMF mag-811

nitudes, the frequency of foreshock waves is lower than 90 mHz and the waves can ex-812

cite T1 waves at midlatitude stations. The absence of T1 “eld line resonance driven by813

foreshock waves is a feature unique to times of high IMF magnitudes.814
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Table 1. EMMA Magnetometer Sites

Location Code Latitude (� ) Longitude ( � ) L

Kevo KEV 69.76 27.01 6.51
Masi MAS 69.46 23.70 6.41
Kilpisj¨arvi KIL 69.06 20.77 6.26
Ivalo IVA 68.56 27.29 5.91
Muonio MUO 68.02 23.53 5.72
Sodankylä SOD 67.37 26.63 5.40
Pello PEL 66.90 24.08 5.25
Ranua RAN 65.90 26.41 4.86
Mekrij ärvi MEK 62.77 30.97 3.94
Hankasalmi HAN 62.25 26.60 3.83
Nurmij ärvi NUR 60.50 24.65 3.46
Tartu TAR 58.26 26.46 3.06
Birzai BRZ 56.21 24.75 2.76
Hel HLP 54.61 18.81 2.55
Belsk BEL 51.83 20.80 2.25
Polesie PPN 51.44 23.13 2.21
Zagorzyce ZAG 50.28 20.58 2.11
Vyhne VYH 48.49 18.84 1.96
Nagycenk NCK 47.63 16.72 1.89
Tihany THY 46.90 17.89 1.84
LonskoPolje LOP 45.32 16.78 1.74
Ranchio RNC 43.97 12.08 1.65
L•Aquila AQU 42.38 13.32 1.57
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Figure 1. Solar wind parameters (1-min resolution) included in the OMNI data, parameters

derived from the data, and geomagnetic data and indices for a 1-day period starting from 2200

UT on 19 July 2016. The red and blue vertical lines indicate the arrival of an ICME and the

associated ejecta, respectively. The green shading highlights the 2-h period selected for detailed

data analysis. (a) Solar wind velocity. (b) Proton density. (c…f) Components in Geocentric Solar

Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinates and magnitude of the magnetic “eld. (g) Root-mean-square

amplitude of the magnetic “eld computed from the three vector components. (h) Magnetic “eld

cone angle. (i) Bow shock stando� distance according to Farris and Russell (1994). (j) Magne-

topause stando� distance according to Shue et al. (1998). (k) SYM-H index. (l) AL index. (m)

H -component of the magnetic “eld at the Masi station included in the EMMA.
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Figure 2. (a) Locations of the THEMIS (TH) and GOES (G) spacecraft and the EMMA

stations from 1000 to 1200 UT on 20 July 2016, mapped along model magnetic “eld lines to the

equatorial plane of solar magnetic (SM) coordinates. The dots show the locations at 1000 UT.

The dashed and solid curves indicate realistic bow shock and magnetopause models described in

the text. (b) Schematics of the ion foreshock (shaded yellow) representative of the IMF orienta-

tion during the selected 2-h interval. The parallel straight lines indicate the IMF orientation, and

the red line indicates the foreshock boundary.
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Frequency of foreshock waves given by equation (1). (e) Magnetopause stando� distance accord-

ing to Shue et al. (1998). (f…h) Ion density, magnetic “eld magnitude, and the magnetic “eld cone
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Figure 5. Dynamic display of spectral parameters. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) of B t at

THEMIS-D. The spacecraft was located in the ion foreshock or in the magnetosheath. The super-

imposed line plot indicates the theoretical foreshock wave frequency f fw . The yellow and red bars

at the top indicate foreshock and magnetosheath intervals, respectively. The black horizontal bar

indicates the 30-min interval selected for detailed analysis. MLAT is dipole magnetic latitude in

degrees. (b) Same as (a) but for THEMIS-E. (c) PSD of E� at THEMIS-A. The spacecraft was

located in the magnetosphere. The green horizontal bar indicates the spacecraft encounter with a

plasma plume. The stable spectral line at 130 mHz is instrumental. (d) Same as (c) but for B t .

(e) Cross-phase betweenE� and Bt , shown if the E� -B t coherence is> 0.5.
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